
The countdown continues, the lack of a timely newsletter this week should not be construed to mean an 

impending delivery; rather it is simply a reflection of my continued writer’s block and a touch of laziness.  

The same will probably be said next week, that is unless something monumentally earthshattering 

occurs... like Armageddon or Godzilla invading Tokyo. 

Leslie wrapped up the last of her classes this week with a breast feeding class (I think the official title 

was “Lactation and You: An Introspective Study into Methods and Techniques for Breastfeeding During 

the Formative Years…” or something like that) and finally a tour of the hospital.  I was fortunate that I 

was able to dodge the breast feeding class; I have doubts about the edifying nature of studying 

publications that examine the nature of bared breasts, even in the name of education.  That said I did 

attend the hospital tour with Leslie on Thursday.  Based on the peer reviews I didn’t have high hopes 

that that this particular visit would be of great benefit.  Imagine my surprise when, as we walked in the 

door, we were greeted by a nurse who directed us to the presentation room and told us to “grab a 

snack, a bag, and please sign in.”  “Shut up… just shut up, you had me at snack,” at least… that is how I 

responded internally.  Externally it came out something like, “Ooooh, cookies!”  Additionally, they were 

able to answer all my questions about acceptable forms of payment.  Turns out that the hospital does 

not work on the barter system and they will not accept a truck full of chickens or 3 camels as a form of 

financial compensation. 

One item of note, I spent one evening this week assembling our stroller and the glider swing (trust me, 

the name is misleading, it’s not nearly as cool as it sounds); I really only have one question: how do 

people without engineering degrees put these things together?  I mean seriously, I had to break out my 

old Aerodynamics textbook so that I could properly adjust the cross sectional area of the swing to 

account for a high drag coefficient… and that was just one step!  I completely glossed over the section 

where it talked about modeling the entire system in phase space in order to observe behavior and 

optimize performance.  What really frightens me is that Thermodynamics 101 is listed under the 

“Required Tools” section of the installation guide for the crib. 

It is worth mentioning that tonight, possibly for the first time in my life, I felt really old.  First off, let me 

just say that I am very used to getting mocked for my youth.  That is something I have dealt with for 

much of my life; even recently I still get kidded about high school (Oooh, high school, what was that? 

Yesterday?).  This evening, I attended a high school football game with a couple of friends, and 

everybody was so stinking young.  I mean, I’m approaching the benchmark where I am 15-20 years older 

than most of these kids.  Yikes!  Even the 6
th

 graders in the last Sunday school class I taught have 

graduated high school by now.  Cap that off with my own soon-to-occur-life-event and you have a recipe 

for chocolate chip cookies feeling really old.  I take all that back… tonight wasn’t the first time, the first 

time happened while I was watching the NBA playoffs this year; the commentators kept talking about 

how old Lebron James was, how he was probably at his peak and that his career would most likely be 

downhill from here.  Turns out I’m around the same age as Lebron… that would have been the first time. 

 

 


